Not Buying It

Annual Report 2017

Not Buying It was set up in January 2016 to challenge the porn and sex trade and their mainstreaming.
Year 2 ran from 1st Jan 2016 to 31st Dec 2017. Here’s how it shaped up:

Sheffield Branch
We are thrilled to now have a Sheffield branch. And get funding for it! With this we hope to
continue work in Sheffield, work with Zero Option and mount legal challenges to strip clubs.
This follows a ground breaking case in May 2017 where Sheffield City Council was successfully taken
to court for breaching equality law because of the way it was granting lap club licenses (a bit like blank
cheques). It has now introduced a new strip club policy, with no limit whatsoever on how many clubs
may operate. Another legal challenge is in the wind ..

Strip Free - London
Of course, London has more than it’s fair share of strip clubs! We know, we’ve
mapped them! At least 3 councils have a policy that zero clubs are
appropriate in the borough and yet license over a dozen between them. Whilst
Westminster has some 25 sex venues – how is that compatible with
promoting equality?
Camden is one of the Councils where zero doesn’t mean zero. And one of its 7 licensed clubs is
pushing the boat out yet further, by challenging the Council’s ban on private booths. Intent on an entire
floor of ‘private areas’ it went to court and, unbelievably, the judge ruled in favour of the club’s ‘right to
private booths’ after listening to statements from club management and dancers that ‘nothing untoward
would go on’! We are now helping the council appeal this decision in the High Court – providing
evidence and written testimonies this year, with a court appearance scheduled in early 2018.
Camden’s Strip Club Licensing policy comes up for review in 2018. So we are
starting to build networks with the Council and activists now to counter the
predictable onslaught from the sex industry next year.
We’re thrilled to be working with Object in this fight. Between us we’ve gathered
nearly 1,000 signatures (online and in writing) over Camden’s Strip Clubs:
www.notbuyingit.org.uk/Camden

Strip Free - Scotland
Scotland is only now introducing distinct licensing for strip clubs. Yes, unbelievably, the
strip industry is currently licensed in the same way as cafes! Distinct strip club licensing
was introduced in England and Wales in 2010 and Scotland is only now following suit,
sadly with many of the same loopholes in the legislation as in the rest of the UK.
So we are thrilled to be part of the Scottish Cross Party Group on Commercial Sexual Exploitation,
which is challenging this.

ASA . . or ASS?
The ASA is a Public Body legally required to ‘seek to eliminate harassment,
discrimination and victimisation’. So why does it allow sex ads in newspapers and in
totally unrestricted spaces online? Newspaper ads are a major way men find
prostitution and the police have been trying to get the press to remove these ads for
over a half a decade.
The ASA is now reviewing its duties as a Public Body. And we’ve had a top human rights lawyer
writing to them explaining that they are almost certainly breaking the law.
BREAKING NEWS: And the EHRC has now told us they looking into whether to lobby, or even
legally challenge, the ASA for breach of equality law.

No to Pimps
We were thrilled to support Nordic Model Now! in challenging motions
put forward at both the BMA and TUC Congress to support
decriminalising pimps. Despite fierce lobbying by the sex industry,
motions at both conferences were overwhelmingly defeated.
The head of the BMA (British Medical Association) described the sex
industry lobbying as an ‘onslaught - like that of the tobacco industry’.

Porn NO!
In September and then again in November, we joined other
protesters, including Filia, Resist Porn Culture and Object at not one
but two sets of ‘Adult Industry’ (aka Porn) Awards. This included
awards hosted by Dapper Laughs - the 'comedian' pulled from
ITV because of his rape jokes and 'dating advice' that incited sexual
harassment.

ES Sex Ads
And in December we were at the Evening Standard Theatre
Awards asking ‘Georgie Osborn to ditch the Porn’ aka ads for sex
chat and prostitution from his newspaper. After all, how exactly
were Awards for Best Actress or Musical paid for? Check out the
vid here

Pimps Out!
We responded to the Mayor’s Consultation on a safer, more inclusive city asking
why there was no mention of the sex trade whatsoever and why his commitment to
tackle the demand for prostitution appears to have been quietly dropped from
latest policing plans. Filia and Nordic Model Now! cosigned the response.
We also attended a workshop with the Mayor’s head of inclusion and put our
concerns to her.

Hear All About It!

We were honoured to be invited to speak at several events including:
The Public Policy Exchange on Revenge Porn
Feminism in London One of the largest international conferences on women’s rights in the UK, with
guest speakers including Bianca Jagger and Shami Chakrabati
Reclaim The Night
The annual march where women challenge male violence followed by a speakers
rally with remarkable campaigners like Stella Creasy, MP; Nimco Ali, anti-FGM campaigner; Justice for
Women, and IC Change (and us!)
Hardcore Hate Speaking with leading academics like Sheila Jeffries and campaigners on the fight
against pornography

Read All About It!
We appeared on nearly half a dozen radio and TV slots, including Sky News, BBC
Radio Berkshire and Drive Radio.

Reports and Publications
We produced half a dozen reports and consultation responses, all of which can be found at:
www.notbuyingit.org.uk/publications:
The Press
• Editor’s Code of Practice Committee: Consultation Response
• Impress Summary: Consultation Response
• Impress Full: Consultation Response
Strip Industry
• Strip Sleaze 2017: Recent Incidences in Clubs
• The Problem with Private Booths: Evidence presented to Camden Council
General
• Response to Mayor’s Consultation on a ‘Diverse and Inclusive City’
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